**Jungle**

**Main Gate**

Park Entrance

**Big Al's Totally Legit Financial Services**

Purpose: **Loan**

Take one or more loans at any time. It's easy!

- **Gain 5 Coins**
- **Gain 40 Coins**
- **Gain 10 Points**

**Fast Approval**

Doesn't use a turn or action!

- **Gain 5 Coins**
- **Gain 40 Coins**
- **Gain 20 Coins**

**Guests step:**

Each park with at least one open **food outlet** scores 5 extra stars.

- **Repay in points only.**
- **Due at end of game.**
- **No early repayment.**

NO EXCUSES NO EXTENSIONS NO EXCEPTIONS

**The bigger the chef, the bigger the crowd.**

**This round, each player is affected by**

**A Seniors' Club**

**A Development Grant**

**A Health Scare**

**Jaded Youth**

**Guests step:**

Each park with at least one open **leisure ride** scores 5 extra stars.

- "Anything that doesn't rattle my teeth is fine with me, dear."

**Draw one Park card for each attraction in your park that has no upgrades.**

If you have no attractions, gain 5 coins.

- The city would like you to ensure that no-one dies on your rides, including from boredom.

**Inspection.**

Close all **food outlets.**

- Bacteria like to make their own thrill rides.

"Seriously? It just goes around. And around. And around."
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This round, each player is affected by

**The Drainage Crisis**

*Injunction.*
Close each attraction that has Restrooms.

The city planners require that you not flush unless it is absolutely necessary. Thank you.

---

**The Call of Nature**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any **Food Outlet**, with:
  - Any **Feature** upgrade
  - Restrooms

---

**Easy, Tiger!**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any **Leisure Ride**, with:
  - Any **Quality** upgrade

---

**Taming the Wild**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any **Thrill Ride**, with:
  - Any **Jungle** upgrade
  - Jungle theme icon

---

**The Quiet Jungle**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any **Leisure** ride, with:
  - Jungle theme icon
- Any attraction, with:
  - Jungle theme icon

---

**River Romance**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any **Nature Area**
- Any **Food Outlet**, with:
  - Any **Quality** upgrade
- Any **Theatre**

---

**BONUS TARGET**
Complete top section to qualify
- All Ride attractions have **Comfortable Seating**

---

**BONUS TARGET**
Complete top section to qualify
- The **Jungle Queen**
Super Attraction

---

**First in Line**

Choose a card from the Market and put it into your hand.

---

**Dumpster Diving**

Search the Park discard pile and choose a card. Reveal it and put it into your hand.

---

**Anonymous Complaint**

**Inspection.**
Choose a type of ride attraction, then choose a competitor and close all attractions of that type in their park.

---

**Drunken Hooligans**

**Intrusion.**
Choose a guest services upgrade in any park and demolish it.

---

"Won't anyone think of the children?"
**Recycling**
Shuffle the Park discard pile then reveal the top three cards. Choose one to build in your Park immediately for free. Discard any unused cards.

**Animal Sighting**
- **Intrusion.** Choose an attraction in any park and close it.
- **Park step:** New upgrades cannot be built on the chosen attraction.

No-one knows where the beast escaped from, and with any luck they never will.

**Structurally Unsound**
- **Inspection.** Choose a competitor and close each attraction in their park that is four icons or more in size.

No-one cares about your perfect safety record.

**Temple of the Sun**
- **Super Attraction – Leisure Ride**

Once per Events step:
You may reveal the top card of the Park deck. Gain coins equal to its marked coin price, then discard it. If the value is 11 coins or more, also discard a card from your hand.

What kind of ancient temple would it be without a painful trap or two?

**Twister Rollercoaster**
- **Attraction – Thrill Ride**

**Tiger Experience**
- **Attraction – Leisure Ride**

Built-in upgrade:
- Animal – Bengal Tigers

**Festival Permit**
- **Park limits:**
  - Guest capacity: +10

Now you need a rock concert or a reality TV show to really pack people in like sardines.

**Jungle Queen**
- **Super Attraction – Leisure Ride**

Once per Events step:
You may build an upgrade from your hand immediately for free, or draw a Park card.

Growth can be so gradual that it goes unnoticed.
Cinema
Attraction – Theatre

You may use an action to build a **Jungle Theme** on this attraction for free.

The Natural Order
Attraction – Food Outlet

Once per Guests step:
Gain 1 extra coin.

Freak Show
Attraction – Sideshow

Park limits:
- Guest capacity: +2

Picnic Spot
Attraction – Nature Area

Park limits:
- Guest capacity: +2

First-aid Attendant
Staff Member

Park limits:
- Guest capacity: +5

Photographer
Staff Member

Once per Guests step:
Gain 5 extra coins for each open **leisure ride** in your park.

Larger Capacity
Resource

Park limits:
- Guest capacity: +3

The city will let you cram more people in, if you can deal with the consequences.

A picture may be worth a thousand words, but we only take cash.

More land is one way to increase your park’s capacity. Smaller seats are cheaper though.
Park limits:

- Guest capacity: +3

When an event would force you to discard a card **from your hand**, you may keep the card instead. This effect does not include discarding to play or to block an event.
Restrooms
Upgrade – Guest Services

Superior Quality
Upgrade – Quality

Attractions can have more than one Superior Quality upgrade.

After you build this upgrade, you may draw a Park card.

Jungle Theme
Upgrade – Theme

After you build this upgrade, you may draw a Park card.